Augmented Reality Visualization with Use of Image Overlay Technology for MR Imaging–guided Interventions: Assessment of Performance in Cadaveric Shoulder and Hip Arthrography at 1.5 T¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose:</th>
<th>To prospectively assess overlay technology in providing accurate and efficient targeting for magnetic resonance (MR) imaging–guided shoulder and hip joint arthrography.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials and Methods:</td>
<td>A prototype augmented reality image overlay system was used in conjunction with a clinical 1.5-T MR imager. A total of 24 shoulder joint and 24 hip joint injections were planned in 12 human cadavers. Two operators (A and B) participated, each performing procedures on different cadavers using image overlay guidance. MR imaging was used to confirm needle positions, monitor injections, and perform MR arthrography. Accuracy was assessed according to the rate of needle adjustment, target error, and whether the injection was intraarticular. Efficiency was assessed according to arthrography procedural time. Operator differences were assessed with comparison of accuracy and procedure times between the operators. Mann-Whitney U test and Fisher exact test were used to assess group differences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results:</td>
<td>Forty-five arthrography procedures (23 shoulders, 22 hips) were performed. Three joints had prostheses and were excluded. Operator A performed 12 shoulder and 12 hip injections. Operator B performed 11 shoulder and 10 hip injections. Needle adjustment rate was 13% (six of 45; one for operator A and five for operator B). Target error was 3.1 mm ± 1.2 (standard deviation) (operator A, 2.9 mm ± 1.4; operator B, 3.5 mm ± 0.9). Intraarticular injection rate was 100% (45 of 45). The average arthrography time was 14 minutes (range, 6–27 minutes; 12 minutes [range, 6–25 minutes] for operator A and 16 minutes [range, 6–27 min] for operator B). Operator differences were not significant with regard to needle adjustment rate ($P = .08$), target error ($P = .07$), intraarticular injection rate ($P &gt; .99$), and arthrography time ($P = .22$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion:</td>
<td>Image overlay technology provides accurate and efficient MR guidance for successful shoulder and hip arthrography in human cadavers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Direct magnetic resonance (MR) arthrography requires the coordination of joint injection and diagnostic MR imaging, which are typically not colocated (1). Furthermore, fluoroscopy or computed tomographic (CT) guidance (2,3) result in exposure to ionizing radiation and its associated health risks (4–6). Interventional MR imaging can overcome these limitations by combining joint injection and MR imaging in a single setting (7–9); however, this typically requires targeting and puncture inside the bore of the magnet (1,7,10). Augmented reality (AR) navigation technology instead can provide MR imaging-guided targeting and joint puncture outside the magnet bore.

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that AR image overlay technology can provide accurate, efficient, and reliable targeting for MR-guided shoulder and hip joint arthrography.

Materials and Methods

System Description

A prototype MR-compatible, two-dimensional, AR image overlay system was used in conjunction with a clinical 1.5-T MR imaging system (Magnetom Espree; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) (Fig 1a) (10). The virtual needle paths were planned on the MR images of the target joint by using the PerkStation employing 3D Slicer software (version 3.6; http://www.slicer.org) (11) (Figs 1b, 2a). The respective MR image with the virtual needle path was then projected onto the subject at the appropriate location. The operator then punctured the joint by maneuvering the needle along the virtual needle path (Fig 1c, Movie 1 [online]).

Subjects

The shoulder and hip joints of 12 nonembalmed, whole-spine torso human cadavers (seven women, five men; age range at death, 50–99 years; mean age at death, 75 years) were used. Four of 12 (33%) cadavers were smaller size (living body mass index [BMI], 16–18.5 kg/m²), four (33%) were medium size (18.5–25 kg/m² BMI), and four (33%) were larger size (25–30 kg/m² BMI) (12). All cadavers were obtained and used in accordance with institutional and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act guidelines. The frozen cadaveric subjects were allowed to thaw for 24 hours at room temperature (approximately 20°–22°C) prior to MR imaging.

Joint Injections

A total of 24 shoulder joint injections and 24 hip joint injections were planned. In each subject, two shoulder joint injections and two hip joint injections were attempted. Each joint was injected once. The study was performed on 12 different days (one subject per day) during a period of 14 weeks. Joint injections were performed by two operators (operator A, J.F., with 10 years and operator B, J.A.C., with 15 years of experience in interventional MR and arthrography procedures). To become familiar with the system and the workflow, specific training was accomplished by each operator prior to the experiment using the image overlay system on 10 gel phantom targets.

All cadaveric targets were prospectively, nonselectively, and evenly assigned. Shoulder joints were targeted through the rotator interval by using an anterior or anterolateral approach (2,3). Hip joints were targeted at the femoral head-neck junction with a modified lateral approach by using an anterolateral needle path (13).

Workflow

Subjects were placed supine on the table of the MR imaging system. In addition to the table coil elements, a flexible loop-shaped radiofrequency surface coil (Siemens Healthcare) with a diameter of 19 cm was placed over the target site. Three-dimensional sampling perfection with application optimized contrast using different flip angle evolutions (SPACE) sequences was used for planning shoulder (repetition time msec/echo time msec, 1000/34; voxel size, 1 × 1 × 1 mm; acquisition time, 2 minutes 55 seconds) and hip joint (1100/100; voxel size, 1 × 1 × 1 mm; acquisition time, 5 minutes 43 seconds) injections, respectively.

The isotropic three-dimensional MR imaging data were subsequently imported into the 3D Slicer software. The image overlay system was then calibrated for the operator by aligning the overlay projection with the operator’s line of site by using a MR-compatible, in-room keyboard in conjunction with the PerkStation module of 3D Slicer software. Next, the operator evaluated the isotropic MR images at the image
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Needle placement was performed with AR MR guidance and simultaneous visualization of the joint and the acquired MR image (including the virtual needle path) by looking through the semitransparent mirror. The operator identified the surface entry point according to the intersection of the image overlay system laser and the displayed virtual needle path. MR-compatible, 5- or 10-cm, 22-gauge Lufkin needles (EZ-Em, Lake Success, NY) were used. An individually adjustable clip-on depth gauge was used to label anticipated insertion depths.

After the needle was placed, axial intermediate-weighted turbo spin-echo MR images (1200/12; acquisition time, 22 seconds) were obtained of the joint for visual assessment of the needle tip locations (Fig 2b). After evaluation of the images by the operator, needle adjustments were performed, if necessary, followed by acquisition of additional intermediate-weighted turbo spin-echo images.

Once the needle was deemed to be in satisfactory location by the operator, a 20-cm extension tube with a syringe was connected. The table was moved into the isocenter of the magnet bore for injection of 10 mL of gadolinium-enhanced saline solution. The injection was monitored with real-time MR imaging by using a continuously acquired and displayed single-section T1-weighted fast low-angle shot two-dimensional MR imaging sequence (9.3/3.5; acquisition time, 1 second) (Movie 2 [online]). The operator monitored the injection process on a monitor of an in-room console. Finally, a T1-weighted turbo spin-echo sequence (500/12; acquisition time, 2 minutes 5 seconds) with chemical fat saturation was performed of the respective joint (Fig 2c).

**Assessment of Technical Performance Parameters**

We assessed the following technical performance parameters: needle adjustment rate, target error, intraarticular injection rate, and arthrography time.

Needle adjustments included straight needle advancement, change of needle overlay system workstation and defined the anatomic target site and the skin entry point (Fig 2a). The PerkStation software module calculated and displayed the virtual needle path and the insertion depth.
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assessments were included in the summary statistics of the target error. Categorical variables were expressed as frequencies and proportions. The Mann-Whitney U test and Fisher exact test were used to compute group differences. Confidence intervals (CIs) as arithmetic mean ± 1 standard deviation or as the median (14). Minimum and maximum values were given in parenthesis. The assessment of operator differences of the target error was based on individual assessments of the target errors. All of the duplicated trajectory, and removal and new placement after the initial placement.

The target error was defined as the Euclidean distance between the planned and the final position of the needle tip. The PerkStation was used for calculations by comparing the planned needle tip location with the true needle tip location as manually determined by the needle artifact on final proton density-weighted turbo spin-echo MR images (11). Measurements were performed three times by a single individual (J.F.). Intrarater variability was assessed by using coefficient of variation (CV) as follows: CV = σ/μ, where σ is the 1st standard deviation and μ is the arithmetic mean.

Successful intraarticular injection was defined as the complete accumulation of the injectant inside the joint capsule. Two board-certified radiologists (H.B. and A.K.R.) independently categorized the contrast agent distributions into completely intraarticular, incompletely intraarticular, or extraarticular distribution using a picture archiving and communication system workstation. Minimal reflux along the needle track was considered acceptable for a completely intraarticular joint injection.

The length of time for planning of the needle path (planning time), joint puncture (puncture time), MR imaging control of the needle position (control time), and injection of the contrast agent (injection time) were recorded as the task times. Arthrography time was defined as the sum of the planning, insertion, control, and injection times.

Statistical and Quantitative Assessments

Accuracy was assessed according to needle adjustment rate, target error, and intraarticular injection rate. Efficiency was assessed according to the arthrographic procedure time. Systematic differences between the operators were assessed by comparing accuracy and procedure times. Statistical analysis was performed with a statistical software package (JMP, version 7.0.1; SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Quantitative variables were either expressed as arithmetic mean ± 1 standard deviation or as the median (14). Minimum and maximum values were given in parenthesis. The assessment of operator differences of the target error was based on individual assessments of the target errors. All of the duplicated assessments were included in the summary statistics of the target error. Categorical variables were expressed as frequencies and proportions. The Mann-Whitney U test and Fisher exact test were used to compute group differences. Confidence intervals (CIs)
are provided for the mean differences between the operators. A P value of less than .05 was considered to indicate a significant difference. A post hoc power analysis of the arthrography time was performed to calculate the probability of detecting a significant difference between the operators.

**Results**

A total of 45 joint injection procedures were performed, of which 23 (51%) were shoulder injections (operator A, 12 of 23, 52%; operator B, 11 of 23, 48%) and 22 (49%) were hip joint injections (operator A, 12 of 22, 54%; operator B, 10 of 22, 46%). Three subjects had joint prostheses, which resulted in distorted MR image and prevented MR image guidance. Six (13%) needle adjustments (operator A, n = 1; operator B, n = 5) were performed in six different joints. The needle adjustment rate was not significantly different between the operators (P = .08).

Completely intraarticular injections were achieved in all 45 targeted joints (100%, P > .99). There were no interobserver assessment differences. The target error was 3.1 mm ± 1.2 (range, 0.9–6.4 mm; coefficient of variation, 11.5% ± 4.8; range, 2.7%–22.7%). The target error for operator A was 2.9 mm ± 1.4 (range, 0.9–6.4 mm). The target error for operator B was 3.5 mm ± 0.9 (range, 1.7–5.0 mm). The target error was not significantly different between the operators (P = .07; difference, −0.62; 95% CI: −1.33, 0.08) and targets (P = .74; difference, 0.03; 95% CI: −0.72, 0.78). The average arthrography time was 14 minutes (range, 6–27 minutes) (Table). There was no significant difference between the operators (P = .22; difference, −2.28; 95% CI: −3.64, 1.08). The post hoc power was 0.65.

**Discussion**

Our investigation demonstrated that AR image overlay technology provides accurate MR imaging guidance for intraarticular injection of contrast material into shoulder and hip joints. Image overlay technology combines joint injection and MR imaging into a single procedure, thereby avoiding a more complex scheduling process, possible exposure to ionizing radiation, and the need for an additional colocated modality. The availability of image overlay navigation allows performance of procedures at outpatient imaging centers without access to a fluoroscopy unit and can obviate CT guidance for joint injections (2).

The following time requirements have been reported for injection: 5–8 minutes with fluoroscopic guidance (15), 2–26 minutes with CT guidance (2), and approximately 5 minutes (average) with sonographic guidance (16). These reported times lack detailed description, and it is not certain if all arthrography-related tasks were included in the measurements. By taking into consideration the time-saving effects of colocating the joint injection and MR imaging, the length of time needed for arthrography (14 minutes) would be competitive with the alternatives.

Performing MR-guided joint injections with AR navigation obviates the requirement of a dedicated interventional MR imaging system and overcomes the limited access to the puncture site inside the magnet bore (1,7,17–19). Image overlay technology realizes simultaneous visualization of the MR images and the target. The combination of MR image and target results in a “look and feel” environment similar to a surgical procedure and an intuitive hand-eye coordination, which can simplify image-guided puncture. This is in distinction to the spatial and visual separation of the MR image display and targeting (20–24). The concept of AR image overlay navigation could be used in conjunction with other interventional MR imaging procedures, such as soft-tissue and osseous biopsy, as well as injection procedure of the spine and pelvis. Additional studies are required to confirm this hypothesis.

The target error of approximately 3 mm provided sufficient clinical usefulness for needle placement and intraarticular injections. The accuracy of the image overlay system appears within the range of that of other systems, which were reported between 1.1–7.5 mm (20–25), allowing for differences in error assessments. Although our results are encouraging, our study had limitations. Because of the use of cadavers, patient motion and respiration were not present. Although shoulder and hip injections are usually less affected by respiration, the influence on technical performance of a static AR system such as the image overlay is currently unknown. Operator differences are at least partially confounded by differences between cadavers that were compared, and it may be impossible to discern whether this confounding led to an under- or over-assessment. The power of target error was 63%, suggesting that our study was underpowered to detect nonsignificant operator differences. We used experienced operators who were familiar with the image overlay system and trained in the use of the system prior to the experiments, which may have influenced the average arthrography time.
On the basis of the results of this study, we plan to extend our work to assess technical efficacy in an upcoming clinical trial. This AR technique has the potential to simplify the workflow of direct MR arthrography in patients by combining joint injection and diagnostic high-field-strength MR imaging into a single procedure, while avoiding exposure to ionizing radiation of patients and operators.
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